FAQ - SWING
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Use
Which features does the Swing offer me?
The Swing turns any sturdy pole or tree into a place to swing.
What does the Swing not withstand?
The Swing ought to always be used reasonably by one person at a time. The strength
of the pole or tree should be taken into special consideration in this.

Safety
What safety hazards does the Swing pose?
If the Swing is attached to a sturdy tree or pole, risks are very limited. Do check if the
lashing straps are firmly attached upon each new use and see if the tree or pole is still
in good condition.
Are there hazards for small children or other target groups?
The mounting of the Swing must always be checked by an adult before use.

Maintenance
What do I need to pay attention to when maintaining the Swing?
There is no maintenance needed to the Swing. However, one ought to check the
condition of the lashing straps and rubber caps upon each new use.
How important is maintenance to the Swing?
Maintenance is not needed, inspection of the parts is.
Which cleaning products can’t I use on the Swing?
Clean the Swing with water and a regular lather.
How long will the Swing last?
The frame and seat will last more than 5 years. The lifespan of the lashing straps and
rubber caps is strongly dependent on the Swing’s intensity of use.

Weather conditions
Which weather conditions will the Swing withstand?
The Swing can be used outdoors throughout the year.

Material
What materials does the Swing consist of?
The Swing has a powder coated steel frame, rubber caps, polyester lashing straps,
polyhemp rope and fraké seat.
Which hazards come with the materials?
There are no particular hazards.
How much does the Swing weigh?
10kg
Is the Swing easy to transport?
The Swing is relatively easy to install at a new place with two people. The Swing
will need to be steadily tested so that a fixed spot on the tree can be found for it.
Afterwards, the lashing straps ought to be additionally secured.

Packaging
How will the Swing be packaged?
Plastic bag in a cardboard box.
What packaging materials are used?
Plastic and cardboard.
What are the dimensions of the packaging?
150 x 50 x 20 cm.

Other questions
How much weight can the Swing wear?
1 adult person max.
What is the best height to hang the swing seat?
Between 2 and 3 meter.
How thick can the tree / pole be?
20 to 80 cm, but pay especially good attention to the strength and condition of the
tree or pole.
How can I put the Swing best?
Make sure that the frame makes steady contact with the tree or pole through the
rubber caps on 4 places. Secure the Swing with the lashing straps and start by
swinging gently before swinging higher. Tighten the lashing straps even further
if possible. Also take into account that the seat cannot hit the tree or pole when
swinging.

